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INTRODUCTION

This standard is one of a series produced to facilitate the interconnection of automation system components. It is related to other standards in the set as defined by the Fieldbus Reference Model, which is based in part on the Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection. Both Reference Models subdivide the area of standardization for interconnection into a series of layers of specification, each of manageable size.

The Data Link Service is provided by the Data Link Protocol making use of the services available from the Physical Layer. This part of IEC 61158 also defines the Data Link Service characteristics that the immediately higher-level protocol may exploit. The relationship between the International Standards for Fieldbus Data Link Service, Fieldbus Data Link Protocol, Fieldbus Physical Service, Fieldbus Application Protocol, Systems Management and other users of the Fieldbus Data Link Service is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Diagram of Fieldbus layers and their services](image)

Figure 1 – Relationship of IEC 61158-3 to other Fieldbus layers and to users of the Fieldbus Data Link Service

Throughout the set of Fieldbus standards and technical specifications, the term “service” refers to the abstract capability provided by one layer of the OSI or Fieldbus Basic Reference Model to the layer immediately above. Thus, the Data Link Service defined in this standard is a conceptual architectural service, independent of administrative and implementation divisions.
1 Scope and object

This part of IEC 61158 is an International Standard that provides basic time-critical messaging communications between devices in an automation environment. The term “time-critical” is used to represent the presence of a time-window, within which one or more specified actions are required to be completed with some defined level of certainty. Failure to complete specified actions within the time window risks failure of the applications requesting the actions, with attendant risk to equipment, plant and possibly human life.

This part of IEC 61158 defines in an abstract way the externally visible service provided by the Fieldbus Data Link Layer in terms of

a) the primitive actions and events of the service;

b) the parameters associated with each primitive action and event, and the form which they take; and

c) the interrelationship between these actions and events, and their valid sequences.

The purpose of this part of IEC 61158 is to define the services provided to

1) the various types of Fieldbus Application Layer at the boundary between the Application and Data Link Layers of the Fieldbus Reference Model, and

2) Systems Management at the boundary between the Data Link Layer and Systems Management of the Fieldbus Reference Model.

Seven distinct types of services are defined in this part of IEC 61158; each has a corresponding protocol in IEC 61158-4. The seven distinct types of DL-service are:

**Type 1** — A DL-service which provides a superset of those services expected of OSI Data Link Protocols as specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by any OSI Network Layer Protocol or any Type 1 or Type 7 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol. Where its scope of addressing is adequate, it may also be used in lieu of any OSI Transport Layer Protocol.

**Type 2** — A DL-service which provides both a connected and a connectionless subset of those services specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by a Type 2 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol.

**Type 3** — A DL-service which provides a connectionless subset of those services specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by a Type 3 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol.

**Type 4** — A DL-service which provides a connectionless subset of those services specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by a Type 4 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol.

**Type 5** — This part of this International Standard does not define a Type 5 Data Link service. Other parts of this International Standard define a Type 5 Application Layer service and protocol. The designation Type 5 is used in this part of this International Standard only to maintain numbering consistency with the other parts of this International Standard.
Type 6 — A DL-service which provides both a connected and a connectionless subset of those services provided by OSI Data Link Protocols as specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by any Type 6 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol.

Type 7 — A DL-service which provides both a connected and a connectionless subset of those services provided by OSI Data Link Protocols as specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by any Type 7 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol. It may also be usable by a Type 1 Fieldbus Application Layer Protocol, depending on the Type 1 Application Service Elements employed.

Type 8 — A DL-service which provides a connection-oriented subset of those services specified in ISO/IEC 8886. This type of service may be used by a Type 8 Fieldbus Application Protocol.

Many of these Types of service are suitable for use with other higher-layer protocols than those specified. In addition to the potential ability of these types of Data Link service to support unrelated Types of Fieldbus Application Layer protocol, some of these Types of Data Link service also may be able to support:

a) the OSI Network Layer at the boundary between the Network and Data Link Layers of the OSI Basic Reference Model

b) the IETF (IP) Network Layer

c) the Smart Transducer Interface for Sensors and Actuators as defined in IEEE 1451.2.

1.1 Specifications

The principal objective of this part of IEC 61158 is to specify the characteristics of conceptual Data Link Services suitable for time-critical communications, and thus supplement the OSI Basic Reference Model in guiding the development of Data Link protocols for time-critical communications.

A secondary objective is to provide migration paths from previously-existing industrial communications protocols. It is this latter objective which gives rise to the diversity of services standardized in this part of IEC 61158, and the corresponding protocols standard in IEC 61158-4.

This specification may be used as the basis for formal DL-Programming-Interfaces. Nevertheless, it is not a formal programming interface, and any such interface will need to address implementation issues not covered by this specification, including

a) the sizes and octet ordering of various multi-octet service parameters, and

b) the correlation of paired request and confirm, or indication and response, primitives.

1.2 Conformance

This part of IEC 61158 does not specify individual implementations or products, nor does it constrain the implementations of Data Link entities within industrial automation systems.

There is no conformance of equipment to this Data Link Service definition standard. Instead, conformance is achieved through implementation of conforming Data Link protocols that fulfill any given Type of Data Link Services as defined in this part of IEC 61158.
2 Normative references

The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this standard. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of these publications do not apply. However, parties to agreements based on this standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For undated references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards

2.1 Common normative references


IEC 61158-4:2000, Digital data communications for measurement and control – Fieldbus for use in industrial control systems – Part 4 : Data link protocol specification

2.2 Type 1: additional normative references

IEC 61158-3:2000, Digital data communications for measurement and control – Fieldbus for use in industrial control systems – Part 4 : Data link service definition

2.3 Type 2: additional normative references

none

2.4 Type 3: additional normative references


ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6N 4960:1988, Standards for Local Area Networks: Logical Link Control - Type 3 Operation, Acknowledged Connectionless Service

2.5 Type 4: additional normative references

none

2.6 Type 6: additional normative references

2.7 Type 7: additional normative references
none

2.8 Type 8: additional normative references
none